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Before You Buy Ltd. Now Offers Online Comparison for LG Nexus 4

As consumers enter the heart of the holiday season, new product launches across various price
bands are the order of the day. Before You Buy Ltd is on the consumer side to make sure they
don’t miss out on what is rightfully theirs, ‘The Best Deal in Town’ now with the all new LG-
Nexus 4 E960.

Gainsborough, Lincolnshire (PRWEB UK) 30 December 2012 -- The smart phone market is heating up like
never before. With dynamic product life cycles and upgrades almost every quarter smart phone companies are
making sure that the broad base consumer is spoilt for choices as and when he or she plans to buy one or
otherwise. Though the giants like Apple and HTC have carved out a niche for themselves, mobile phone
makers are making sure that they create newer segment with each offering, catering to a new demand and
thereby eating into each other’s market share.

LG, the South Korean giant, has tasted resounding success with its Nexus brand of smart phone offerings. In a
space dominated by the Samsung Galaxy and HTC Desire series, Nexus has stood its mark. Experts believe LG
through Nexus has achieved a respectable Brand Loyalty giving it a breathing space in what otherwise is a cut
throat market. The latest from the LG brigade is the Nexus 4 E90, a smartphone par excellence and one that
surely puts LG in proper shape to take on the Samsung Galaxy S-III.

Mr Joseph James, Director, Before You Buy Ltd said, “LG is all praises for its Nexus 4 and has some very good
reasons to be proud about their offering too. We, at Before You Buy wanted to make sure that when our users
visit us we should be in a position to give them not only the commercial comparison of Best mobile phone deals
available, but also a snapshot of LG Nexus 4’s technical specifications. Our visitors are extremely
knowledgeable about what they are looking for, and we take great pride in adding breadth and depth to their
knowledge as they visit and revisit us every single time for every single product. LG Nexus 4 is no different!”

He added, “While the battle out there gets hotter by the day, Before You Buy UK Ltd is all out to make it easy
for the consumers to make their choice. The deal comparison site offers the consumers a wide spectrum of
offerings to choose from based on their specific requirements of data, contract, bundled or handset as a whole.
If LG Nexus 4 is on mind this season, Before You Buy Ltd is a must visit.”

Mr Joseph James explains the phenomenon of frequent brand launches and why LG’s Nexus 4 is a strong
offering as: “The trend really has been set by Apple, who keeps on innovating and exerts tremendous pressure
on its competitors. The ball gets rolling and snowballing effect forces the LGs, Samsungs and the HTCs to
stand-up and to be counted. The only winner in the whole exchange is the consumer. But, while the offerings
come thick and fast, lack of single window information is a gruelling challenge. Before You Buy Ltd fills the
gap almost perfectly, bringing the gamut under one roof. Before You Buy Ltd is that reliable friend next door
who knows everything that you need to know.”

For more information and in depth analysis of the LG Nexus 4 deals tariffs please visit
http://www.beforeyoubuy.co.uk. The organization also extends an invitation to visit its official Facebook page
@ http://www.facebook.com/beforeyoubuyuk
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Contact Information
Joseph James
Before You Buy Ltd
http://www.beforeyoubuy.co.uk
07727619770

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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